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How have municipalities 
used CP funding in 
response to the pandemic?

1) COVID-19 impact and 
local responses

2) Cohesion Policy and 
municipality measures

3) Key conclusions

INTRODUCTION
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METHODOLOGY

• Documentary review
• Case studies:

Bastia, Corsica

Larnaca

Frankfurt an der Oder/Słubice

Rotterdam

Slovenia (assoc. 
municipalities)



PART 1
COVID-19 IMPACT & 

RESPONSES
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National level often holds key 
tasks..

…but municipalities as vital 
‘first responders’ 
• Provision of essential services

• Communication with communities

• Implementation of movement 
restrictions

• Organisation of PPE deliveries

• Challenges in peripheral, cross-
border contexts

HEALTH & SOCIAL SERVICES



Source: JRC in CoR (2020) 2020 Barometer of Regions and Cities
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Role of national emergency 
packages

Municipalities often operate 
‘between the cracks’

Tailored support to specific 
sectors, communities.

Mix of short & long-term 
measures

ECONOMIC ISSUES
Vulnerability: Tourism (NUTS 3) 
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STRAIN ON MUNICIPAL BUDGETS
Impact on revenues expected by local & regional authorities

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

tax revenue

user charges

property revenue

grants & subsidies from higher
gov't levels

large decrease moderate decrease no change increase don't know

Source: European Committee of the Regions (2020) EU Annual Regional and Local Barometer. Brussels, 2 October 2020



PART 2
COHESION POLICY AND 

MUNICIPALITY MEASURES
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CORONAVIRUS RESPONSE INVESTMENT 
INITIATIVE (CRII/+)

CP reprogramming & flexibilities targeting COVID
• Transfer of funds between priorities, regions

• 100% co-financing for 2020-21

• Programme authorities decide on re-prioritisation

• Limited impact where funds are already committed

• But important adaptations have taken place…



Source: JRC in CoR (2020) 2020 Barometer of Regions and Cities
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Large reallocations where 
most severe initial 
outbreaks 

Funding for PPE, medical 
equipment supporting 
work of municipalities 
(e.g.     )

INVESTING IN HEALTH 
Changes to planned health support 

(since Feb 2020)
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INVESTING IN BUSINESS 

Net increase in business support of €1.9 billion, 
supporting local measures
• Some linked to Green Deal & innovation
• Shift to flexible support to ensure survival, recovery 

of SMEs (e.g.     )
o financing working capital
o funding to help firms adapt, safety measures
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• Focus on maintaining employment 

• Shifts between ERDF and ESF funds 
and programmes 

• Municipalities focus on vulnerable 
institutions, places, people (e.g.          )      

• Adapting projects to shift to on-line 
skills and learning (e.g.      - )

INVESTING IN PEOPLE 
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• Increased use of annual 
pre-financing eases flow 
of funds

• Municipalities value 
accelerated transfers…

• …and flexible project 
deadlines 

• 100% co-financing vital 
where budgets are 
constrained

FINANCIAL FLEXIBILITY
OPs taking up option of temporary 100% 

EU co-financing
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• €47.5bn extra funds in 2020-22

• support COVID-19 recovery, green & 
digital agendas

• flexibility for MS on allocation

• no breakdown by category of regions

• consultation with municipalities, but 
outcome uncertain

USING NEW FUNDING: REACT-EU

“Both the municipality 
and the ERDF MA see an 
important role for REACT-
EU in the coming years as 

an additional source of 
funding.” 
interview with the City 

of Rotterdam
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• €672.5 billion in loans & grants, 2021-23

• separate from CP

• MS draft National Recovery Plans, set 
out projects

• coherence vs rivalry with CP?

• uncertain role of local level, CP 
networks

USING NEW EU FUNDING:
RECOVERY AND RESILIENCE FACILITY (RRF)



PART 3
CONCLUSIONS

16
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THE ROLE OF COHESION POLICY IN 
THE SHORT & MEDIUM TERM 

CRII/+ helped in immediate response
positive impact of flexibilities

REACT-EU a vital resource
challenge to absorb funding at local level

Potential CP/RRF synergies in recovery
but local inputs uncertain 
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Success associated with efficient 
multi-level governance

interaction between municipalities, 
MAs, ministries

Inter-municipal coordination vital

COVID as shared challenge

Coordinating responses

Pooling resources & capacity 
across jurisdictions

THE IMPORTANCE OF COORDINATION

“Important adaptations to 
projects were made in a 

timely and efficient way due 
to close coordination and 
working ties horizontally 

between municipalities and 
vertically with the OP 
managing authority.”  

interview Frankfurt a/d Oder 
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Crisis underlines value of local level 
as strategic partner, not just as 
beneficiary

• municipalities ‘on front line’, ‘first 
responders’…

• … proximity to inform CP needs ‘on 
the ground’

… but territorial dimension unclear 
in the recovery package

• local-level role in design, delivery??  

THE TERRITORIAL DIMENSION 

“The cities, we are the atoms in 
this whole organism of the EU. We 

are witness to the changes 
needed on a daily basis.”
Quote from mayor in Croatia 

(Euractiv, 2020)

“There is always a danger that 
the use of EU funds is 

perceived from a national 
perspective and the response 
to COVID-19 could strengthen 

this.”
interview Frankfurt a/d Oder
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LOOKING AHEAD… “It is as if we have been 
given a suit to wear with 

all of the wrong 
measurements”

quote from Greek 
mayor (OECD, 2020)

“The ITI-based network of 
municipalities provided a 

valuable platform for inter-
municipal coordination 

and this has been 
important in responses to 

the pandemic.”
interview with 

Association of City 
Municipalities of Slovenia

1) Address regulatory complexity

• CP difficulties obvious ‘on the ground’ during crisis 
(e.g. public procurement, state aid, eligibility)

2) Strengthen local capacity
• use of Technical Assistance in municipalities
• training, advice, knowledge exchange

3) Build a strong territorial dimension

• existing local experience as CP strategic partner
• CP territorial instruments (ITI, SUD, CLLD), Interreg
• Emphasis on local dimension in 2021-27 (e.g. PO5)
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Thanks for your attention

martin.ferry@strath.ac.uk
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